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NEW QUESTION: 1
An organization is using Amazon API Gateway to provide a public
API called "Survey" for collecting user feedback posts about
its products The survey API has "DEV" and "PROD" stages and
consists of one resource
"/feedback" which allows users to retrieve/create/update single
feedback posts.

Aversion-controlled Swagger file is used to define a new API
that retrieves multiple feedback posts To add the new API
resource "/listFeedbackForProduct" the developer makes changes
to the Swagger file defining an API uploads the fie to the
organization's version control system, and uses the API Gateway
Import API feature to apply the changes to the Survey API After
successful import the developer runs the tests against the DEV
stage and finds that resource VlistFeedbackForProduct" is not
available.
What is MOST likely the reason for resource not being
available?
A. There is a propagation delay of several minutes in creating
API Gateway resources after import
B. The developer needs to create a new deployment after import
in order to deploy the changes
C. The developer needs to restart the API Gateway stage after
import in order to apply the changes.
D. Even though the Swagger import was successful, resource
creation failed afterwards
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Exchange Server 2016 organization.
You allow mobile devices to connect to the organization from
the Internet.
You discover that a specific version of the operating system on
mobile device causes performance issues on an Exchange server
when the devices connect to the organization by using Exchange
ActiveSync You need to prevent the mobile devices from
connecting to the Exchange Server organization. The solution
must allow all mobile devices to connect Which command should
you use?
A. Set-ActivcSyncOrganizationSettings
B. New-ActiveSyncDeviceAccessRule
C. Remove-ActivcSyncDevice
D. New-ActiveSyncMailboxPolicy
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator wants to see both the NetApp storage
utilization values and the UCS port network capacity in the
same dashboard.
Which management tool provides this capability?
A. UCS Performance Manager
B. UCS Manager
C. OnCommand Performance Manager
D. OnCommand Unified Manager
Answer: A
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